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Abstract
Risks are very common in construction sector. Risk is the possibility of suffering loss and the impact of loss on the involved parties. Firstly risk is identified and then risk assessment and analysis is done. Then Risk management and risk mitigation is carried out. Risks affect construction sector negatively and focusing on risk reduction is a must. Risk factors are a possible cause or event causing or may cause loss and harm to the project, so identification of risk factors is an important requirement. According to Baloi D, Price ADF (2003), Risk analysis is required for increasing the success chances of project and for lessening problems and issues. Questionnaires, decision trees, predictions, cost analysis, duration analysis, financial measures and computer simulations are the tools used for risk analysis Flanagan R, Norman G (1993), Raftery J (1994), Byrne P (1996), Grey S, (1998), Smith NJ (1999). Quantitative and qualitative risk analysis is also carried out. Risk is a value based and its perception depends on space and time. A risk management strategy is developed and implemented and agreed risk mitigation initiatives are managed. In risk response, some actions are needed such as insurance, uncertainty reduction, reevaluation, transfer of risk elements and avoiding risk factors. In final assessment of risks, effectiveness of process is assessed, some improvement are proposed and results are analyzed Flanagan R, Norman G (1993). For the construction and strengthening of hazard resistant buildings, there are some stage-wise considerations. In responsibilities and participation, the consultation, cooperation and coordination is needed among and within government, development organizations, builders, engineers, researchers and affected population. In hazard assessment, likeliness, frequency and intensity of hazards, their sources, hazard maps and their impacts are assesses in monetary terms by proposing a common use Norris C, Perry J, Simon P (1992), To lessen risks and for safer constructions, there are some measures needed to be done for successful completion and working of safer constructed building structures. The enforcement of good construction practices, checking of designs and inspection of construction quality should be required throughout the construction the construction process.
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INTRODUCTION
There are many risks encountered in the projects particularly construction projects Flanagan R, Norman G (1993). The possibility of encountering loss and its impacts is known as risk. Risk is a negative term referring to loss and impacts of loss, but there are also positive risk involving favorable results and their impacts is known as opportunity Vaughan EJ (1986). Risk factor is a possible issue or event causing or may cause loss and harm to the project, so identification of risk factors is an important requirement. According to Baloi D, Price ADF (2003). Risk analysis is required for increasing the success chances of project and for lessening problems and issues. Questionnaires, decision trees, predictions, cost analysis, duration analysis, financial measures and computer simulations are the tools used for risk analysis Flanagan R, Norman G (1993), Raftery J (1994), Byrne P (1996), Grey S, (1998), Smith NJ (1999). Quantitative and qualitative risk analysis is also carried out. Risk is a value based and its perception depends on space and time. A risk management strategy is developed and implemented and agreed risk mitigation initiatives are managed. In risk response, some actions are needed such as insurance, uncertainty reduction, reevaluation, transfer of risk elements and avoiding risk factors. In final assessment of risks, effectiveness of process is assessed, some improvement are proposed and results are analyzed Flanagan R, Norman G (1993). For the construction and strengthening of hazard resistant buildings, there are some stage-wise considerations. In responsibilities and participation, the consultation, cooperation and coordination is needed among and within government, development organizations, builders, engineers, researchers and affected population. In hazard assessment, likeliness, frequency and intensity of hazards, their sources, hazard maps and their impacts are assesses in monetary terms by proposing a common use Norris C, Perry J, Simon P (1992), To lessen risks and for safer constructions, there are some measures needed to be done for successful completion and working of safer constructed building structures. The enforcement of good construction practices, checking of designs and inspection of construction quality should be required throughout the construction the construction process.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
A risk engineering approach for project risks and their identifications was presented by Chapman C, Cooper D (1983). In this different techniques and tools are integrated including probability distributions and decision trees. Risks were structured as Risk Breakdown Structures (RBS) in a method for the analysis of projects cost risk by Cooper DF, Macdonald DH, Chapman CB (1985). where project cost was a top of hierarchy. Risk and its impacts are assessed in monetary terms by proposing a common use of risk cost and modeling risk as the probability of occurrences and consequences as suggested by Franke A (1987). An assessment tool for risks using Fuzzy Sets Theory (FST) particularly for construction risk assessment was illustrated by Kangari R, Riggs LS (1989). Construction risk from both duration and cost points of view was assessed introducing different models based on PERT and Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) by Hull JK (1990). Construction project risk was assessed adopting Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) in which project risks and impacts are estimated using the value concept and also AHP suitability was evaluated by Mustafa MA, Al Bahar JF (1991). Probabilities were assigned to decision tree and a technique for integration and quantification of schedule.
cost and technical risks as utility function was proposed by Biggs JL, Brown SB, Trueblood RB (1994). P-I model and AHP was used with minor changes for assessing levels of risks in construction projects by Zhi H (1995). A FST based risk management approach identifying risks, their dependencies, their likelihoods and their interdependencies was presented by Wirba EN, Tab JHM, Howes R (1996). The duration of a project and randomness of the cost was combined in a stochastic model developed by Tavares LV, Ferreira JAA, Coelho S (1998). The PERT technique and variance of project duration distribution was used to measure project duration risk by Mulholland B, Christian J (1999). The consideration of multiple impacts of risks on the construction project for calculation of overall risk impact was done for improvements in risk assessment as advocated by Ward SC (1999).

Since 2000, construction risk modeling and assessment became more intensified, sophisticated and capable because of the availability of computers and decision support systems. The utilization of P-I models for calculation of risk score for project time, cost and quality for projects ranking based on the risk scores was presented by Baccarini D, Archer R (2001). The assessment of both threats and opportunities together within P-I models of construction risks quantitatively and qualitatively was proposed by Hillson D (2002). Risk associated with construction projects was modeled by probability, exposure and severity, which affects personnel or/and property and software was used to generate risk scores by Jannadi OA, Almishari S (2003). FST was recommended as a effective solution for assessment of construction uncertainty by Baloi D, Price ADF (2003). MCS is used for assessment of project duration and cost in the risky environments by Ortas A, Okmen O (2004). Overall risk level of project was calculated by multiplying the relative probability with relative impact for every risk and then adding risk scores in multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) framework for assessment if risks and opportunities in construction projects by Dikmen I, Birgonul MT, Han S (2006). Fuzzy-Delphi method and fault tree was used for modeling various scenarios of risk for assessing risk probability by Kalindini SN, Ganesh LS (2006). The sources of uncertainty, risk impacts and affected activities were identified and controllability as ratio between predicted risk impacts and after mitigation activities was modeled and assessed by Cagno E, Caron F, Mancini M (2007). When risk event occurs, risk consequences are determined through interaction of project with risk events, as discussed in project vulnerability. Risk is fundamental requirement. Risk identification can be done by following approaches such as standard checklists, expert interviews, Delphi technique, comparing to other projects and facilitated brainstorming sessions.

RISK MANAGEMENT

Firstly, evaluation of risk factors is done through usage of AHP for assigning weights to risks before calculation of overall risk level of project by Zayed T, Amer M, Pan J (2008). Risk significance is defined as degree of risk feeling intuitively including identification of risk, implementing risk management skills, direct or indirect loss, and relationship between profitability and attitude to risks as explained by Han SH, Kim DY, Kim H, Jang WS (2008). Risk impacts are combined and total impact is estimated for reaching appropriate contingency budget was presented by Cioffi DF, Khamooshi H (2009). Risk is the possibility of suffering loss and the impact of loss on the involved party. The probable occurrences of events adversely or favorably as a consequence of uncertainty, affecting the project is also a definition of risk. Risk is characterized in terms of severity and similarity multiplied by magnitude of the impact. According to Dias A, (1994), there are two types of risks which are: (a) pure risk, possibility of losses but no possibility of gains, and (b) speculative risk, possibility of both losses and gains. Subjective analytical methods relying on background information and the experiences is used for the assessing the construction risk and uncertainty and their impacts Bajaj D, Oluwoye J, Lenard D (1997). Opportunity is also known as positive risk Porter CE (1981), Heale JR (1982), Perry JG, Hayes RW (1985), Opportunity is the possibility of favorable results and impact of these results on the involved party. Uncertainty is the gap between the information possessed by decision maker and the information required for estimation of outcome CII (1989). Risk analysis is the identification of risk factors and the quantification of these risk factors (by estimation of magnitude and likelihood of impacts). Risk Mitigation is the development of a plan to deal with risks on projects.

RISK IDENTIFICATION

Every possible issue or event causing or that may cause harm to the project is risk factor Royal Society (1992).Identification of risk factors is fundamental requirement. Risk identification can be done by following approaches such as standard checklists, expert interviews, Delphi technique, comparing to other projects and facilitated brainstorming sessions.

RISK ANALYSIS

Risk analysis is required for lessening problems and surprises and avoiding crisis. Risk analysis is also needed for increasing the chances of project success and for better handling of schedules and costs by proper estimation of contingencies Uher TE, Toakley AR (1989). Not just designing it, but studying and analyzing the project in an orderly manner is required. The clear understanding of all objectives, issues and alternatives are needed to be considered in the design and construction of the project. Tools used in risk analysis are questionnaires, predicted values of severity and contingency, decision trees, financial measures, and cost analysis and computer simulation for schedule analysis and range estimation. According to Raftery J (1994). Qualitative risk analysis is done by using subjective assessment of high, medium and low or color coding the various factors of risk. Quantitative risk analysis is done by assigning probabilities to various factors and then assigning a value for each impact and then afterwards identifying severity for each factor of risk Flanagan R, Norman G (1993), Ward SC, Chapman CB (1991).

RISK CHARACTERISTICS

Risk is value-based and dependent on magnitude and time. As a future event, the perception of risk is affected by time and space. Every party has a different tolerance level for risk. The risk is more acceptable, if there is more pay off. The risk should be associated with certain degree of possibility or uncertainty. It is impossible to avoid all risks, but risks can be transferred or reduced to some extent.
FINAL ASSESSMENTS
The investment outcomes are assessed such as results of investment with original objectives are considered. Real risk impacts are compared with the anticipated risk impacts. Effectiveness of the process and its applications are assessed. Important lessons are drawn for future projects and some improvements for the process are proposed. The results are communicated and analyzed.

HAZARD RISKS IN CONSTRUCTION SECTOR
This study is focused on risk reduction measures. Hazards like earthquakes are major risks, so the measures like sustainable and improved resilience and resistance of buildings is required. Most of the risk reduction measures and proposals lack a business model making these less effective. After earthquake, the authorities in Pakistan relied more on economically, socially and culturally inappropriate standard reconstruction and centralized control. Most researcher are more concerned with economic and political perspectives leading to differential vulnerability Watts MJ (1983), Blaikie P, Cannon TJ, Davis B, Wisner (1994), Mustafa D (1998-2000), Pelling M (2003). The policy and working circles of DRR are focused on vulnerability and risk mitigation. Hazard researchers Blaikie P, Cannon TJ, Davis B, Wisner (1994), Hewitt K (1997), Mustafa D (2002). Involve same kind of policies in different sectors and organizations working on risk mitigation. Buildings are affected by hazards in many ways. The kind of hazard, construction technology and buildings materials should be considered in the construction, reconstruction and repairing of the buildings and infrastructure affected by hazard. This is less applicable for risk mitigation measures for engineered and non-engineered building structures UNDP, NCPDP (2008). The Pakistan’s construction sector suffered and is suffering from risks like lack of control, lack of quality, poor performance, increased cost, time delay and many other problems. Risk appears in different shapes and the objectives of the construction project are mostly related to client satisfaction, cost, time and other requirements. A sector’s economic growth and productivity is determined by labor workforce if the better workforce protocols and measures are in place YEM (2006). The construction industry plays an important role in the economy and is a main employment source. The construction industry also suffers accidents and problems resulting in loss of productivity, absenteeism, disabilities and fatalities Fung WS, Tam CM (1987), Mohamed S, Ali TH, Tam WYY (2009). Construction sector is a high risk sector now a days Liao CW, Peng YH (2008), C, Silva S, Lima ML (2008). The main reasons for these are low education level of construction workforce and risks associated to building structures and construction work. The effective way to improve the performance of construction and building structures should be in time and lessening uncertainty and reduce it happening Cooke RM (1997), Gambatese JA, Behm M, Rajendran S (2008). Risk assessment and risk management is founded on risk analysis for safety and these risk management and risk assessment are critical in construction sector Langford D, Rowlinson S, Sawacha E (2000), Low SP, Sua CS (2000), Cheng EWL, Li H, Fang DP, Xie F (2004), Jung Y, Kang S, Kim YS, Park C (2008). The professionals and experts are needed to carry out on site risk assessment to improve the performance of the construction and building structures Aksorn T, Hadikusumo BHW (2008), Aneziris ON, Papazoglou IA, Baksteem H, et all (2008), Visscher H, Saddle S, Meijer F (2008). The reliability and quality of risk assessment is affected by the perception and considerations of professionals and experts. Some tools and techniques were developed for helping construction designers and risk experts in Australia Cooke T, Lingard H, Bismas N, Stranieri A (2008). In previous researchers, it was seen that most of the risk professionals are doing less reliable risk assessment based on their knowledge and experience, and there is lack of systematic techniques for risk assessment. Good practices are very important for the achievement of better performance. The construction workforce needs effective safety instructions and more awareness about safety and risks.

RISKS AND WEAKNESSES IN CONSTRUCTION SECTOR
There is lack of sufficient knowledge about better construction practices and appropriate building design. Specialized expertise about buildings and construction methods is not commonly available. There is inflation of prices and shortage of supply of skilled labor and building materials. There is poor construction quality in most building structures which results in more fragile and vulnerable buildings. Increased costs and negative environmental impacts are due to more energy requirements of imported modern building materials and technologies HKU (2010), Hui SCM (1999), Lam JC, Hui SCM (1996). The building structures are poorly adapted to the probable risks or their adaption is focused on a few risks ignoring other risks. There is incompatibility between modern building designs or methods and the local culture or local community interests. Design and construction works also have a contribution in environmental damage. Extended time for reconstruction, negative environmental impacts and loss of cultural traditions is due to demolition or destruction of reparable building structures. The architectural reliability and quality of the buildings is damaged by the improper design and implementation of retrofitting and repair programs. Donor organizations not like to finance low standard reconstructions and retrofitting approaches. Building codes and regulations do not appropriately incorporate the usage of local building materials, technologies and practices. (e.g. Anderson, 1979; Robison and Barry, 1987; Fleisher, 1990; Anderson and Dillon, 1992).

POLICY FOR HAZARD MANAGEMENT IN PAKISTAN
In Pakistan, there is a hazard management policy which exhibits some features which are as follows.
The hazard management in Pakistan is focused or concentrated mostly on rescue and recovery. In the aftermath of disaster, the government directs a considerable amount of expenditure on rescue, relief and rehabilitation LEAD (2003). Some hazard management policies have strategic biases focused at protecting sites and infrastructure of greater strategic, political and economic importance at cost of lesser importance and influenced areas and population. There is lack of sufficient knowledge and information about risk assessment, risk management, identification of hazards and relationship between hazard preparedness and livelihoods. There are no coherent, inclusive and long-term arrangements for addressing hazards and issues related with hazards with long-term vision and future perspective. Hazards are not considered in the processes of development projects and poverty alleviation programs. There is a lack of integration between hazard management, environmental management and development planning. There is absence of coordination between and within hazard related organizations. High level hazard mitigation and preparedness measures are more focused towards structural aspects and sometimes the local people and livelihood protection issues are ignored. Relief and hazard organizations and departments are not given the required importance within administrative hierarchy and they mostly remain under-resourced Blaikie P (1994), Hewitt K (1997), CRPRID (2006).

A STAGE-WISE APPROACH

Stage-wise Considerations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Key considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Responsibilities and participations</td>
<td>The other humanitarian or relief organizations need to be coordinated with for avoiding the replication of research work in hazard-resistant construction structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corresponding hazard-resistant construction codes and standards are needed to be used.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of site</td>
<td>The government or organization defines the site for construction project based on availability, suitability and economic criteria. Whether additional works are required to make the site ready for construction or the land use is need to be restricted for less vulnerability is determined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazard assessment</td>
<td>The full participation of engineers and other service providers is needed in the designing of construction projects. Likelihood, frequency and intensity of all probable hazards and their sources (geographical, hydrological, meteorological or geological) in the area is needed to be assessed to be considered in the infrastructure and building structures design. An overview of importance of hazard risk specific to the country is provided in the organizations country strategy information. For hazard assessment, it is needed to carry out risk analysis or micro-zoning studies in addition to the prevalent hazard maps and academic studies. The secondary effects (such as landslides or ground-shaking) and their probability is needed to be considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement and Design</td>
<td>The option of land swap or re-shifting of site having low risk level is considered. Landscape and topographical features can be utilized for reduction of hazards probable impact. To satisfy the hazard safety objectives, the design of a sustainable and socially acceptable building/strengthening solution is needed. Also ensure the acceptance of environmental and social impacts of proposed solution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislation and building codes</td>
<td>Prevalent codes, code development, hazard inclusion level and adequacy of codes for usage in construction is assessed. The performance and resistance of building structures and infrastructure constructed according to the codes during past hazards is needed to be observed and looked upon. The design and loading criteria is compared to the building codes developed for different countries with similar construction type or similar hazard. International building codes and design guidelines are reviewed and their appropriateness and applicability is assessed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency assessment</td>
<td>The level of essential site inspection, assessment and supervision is considered. Training and skills issues needed for implementation of proposed solution are addressed. The guidelines for building material characteristics, construction quality and skills are developed. The guidelines and building aids accounting for hazard conditions are developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacities and methodologies of construction</td>
<td>Main construction practices are identified for building structures and relevant infrastructure, and rapid assessment is made in new constructions but detailed analysis is required for retrofitting. Structures weaknesses and the resilience and vulnerability of building structures and infrastructure to the hazards are assessed. The durability, resistance and strength of building structures and construction materials is needed to be determined. The code compliance and who carrying out construction (engineered or non-engineered) and design is identified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction stage</td>
<td>It is ensured that the construction quality should not be comprised if design intent. A procedure is needed to be implemented for checking specifications and multidisciplinary inspection of building works throughout the construction process. Checks and test materials are adhered to the design guidelines. The proper implementation of quality assurance system is ensured. Guidelines for the operations and maintenance are needed to be provided. The maintenance guidelines should be presented to maintain the designed hazard resilience and resistance level. A management and financial structure for operations and maintenance is established.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety objectives</td>
<td>Measurable and clear objectives, based on the risk level supported by government and affected population, for hazard resistance are established. Organizational accountability issues are taken into account. Diverse performance objectives are considered for important structures and infrastructure. Possible impact on the clients or users who could be negatively affected to different extents is factored in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation stage</td>
<td>The success of the overall project and the adequacy of the structure or infrastructure design should be carried out. Functionality, sustainability and social acceptability should also be considered. Project cost with potential benefits of hazard-resistant construction design with construction skills and new construction guidelines is introduced. The performance of the building structure or infrastructure under the hazard events should be reported. Studies related to strengthening hazard resistance and resilience should be summarized and drawn on for future perspectives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Stage-wise approach for construction and strengthening

IMPORTANT SUCCESS MEASURES

For safer constructions, there are important success measures to be done for the successful completion of safer construction targets and objectives.

1. **Design checking and quality control:** The checking of designs, enforcing the good building practices and inspection of construction quality is needed throughout the building or construction process. For these, well trained technical personnel, appropriate policies and effective implementation measures are required. Lesser allocation of human and financial resources and political interference makes it the weakest part in the construction process or system. To save some maintenance cost and for the lifetime of the constructed building, a little important additional cost is needed. This is the weakest part of construction system, because of political interference and less allocation of human and financial resources CDMP, USAID (2001), Gibbs T (2002).

2. **Construction and hazard experts:** The structural engineers and hazard specialists should be engaged in the design and coordination of the construction project and works. Their recognition by development and funding agencies is the major factor for the success and mainstreaming of hazard-proof measures in the construction projects. The reliance on these experts is better than the local practices. The input by structural engineers and hazard experts leads to good risk management and risk mitigation.

3. **Land use and building codes:** The governments, professional institutions and other national bodies need support from development organizations and experts to improve hazard assessment and representation in building codes and modifications in building codes for countering increasing hazards and for improving structural designs and land use planning and zoning.

4. **Practices improvement:** In Pakistan, local engineers, builders and architects need to be provided with the appropriate technical guidance and training. By the consultation of hazard proof construction experts, the development of appropriate educational and training materials and trained technical people for the transfer of knowledge is accomplished.

5. **Local and community participation:** The hazard-proof construction, strengthening and repair techniques are needed to be developed with the consultation of the local affected population. This is needed to be done because sometimes the proposed solutions are very expensive or some new materials and techniques are introduced for the local inadequate skills or the materials and designs are inappropriate for the social, economic, cultural or climate conditions.

6. **Performance-based structural design:** This includes the determination of acceptable risk levels for various types of building structures and their desired performance subjected to different frequencies and intensities of hazards. Consideration of desired post-hazard performance at design stage would results to the more strengthened hospitals, schools and other important infrastructures. Mostly it comes in earthquake engineering but it is also needed to be extended to multiple hazards and policies ensuring that the schools, hospitals and other important buildings are designed with increased resilience and resistance to the hazards SEOAC (1995).

7. **Operation and maintenance:** This is required to maintain the designed resilience and resistance of infrastructure to the hazard. The maintenance of the buildings needs additional cost and time Gibbs T (2002). To ensure the continued operation and maintenance, it is needed to relate the expenditure with insurance which would cover the future eventual damage due to a natural hazard.

8. **Structural and hazards research:** Research for the better understanding of the performance of non-engineered and traditional building structures, materials and technologies under natural hazards is needed. The effects of natural hazards on the building structures are needed to be researched at different levels and degrees EEFIT (2005).

9. **Linkage with other mitigation measures:** Hazard-proof construction is one risk reduction technique, and it is needed to be linked to other types of disaster mitigation techniques including evacuation planning and community preparedness measures.
CONCLUSION

Risk analysis and assessment is very important in construction sector. Firstly, risks are identified and then the risk analysis and assessment is done. Quantitative and Qualitative risk analysis id carried out by using tools like predicted values of severity and contingency, questionnaires, decision trees, financial measures and computer simulations. Risk is dependent on magnitude and time and risk is also associated with degree of uncertainty. A risk strategy is developed and implemented for managing risks. The response plan and risk mitigation strategy involves the actions taken in response to risks. The real risk impacts are compared with the predicted risk impacts and effectiveness of the risk analysis and mitigation process is assessed. There are many kinds of potential risks affecting construction sector. In case of Pakistan, natural hazards like floods and earthquakes are major risks affecting construction sector. For earthquake risks, the risk mitigation needs the measures like sustainable and improved resistance of building structures to the earthquakes. In the construction, reconstruction and repairing of building structures, the details of earthquake, construction methods and building materials are required for engineered and non-engineered building structures. There is lack of better construction practices, suitable building design and specialized expertise for earthquake resistant building structures. The most building structures have poor adaption to the risks like earthquakes. Good construction practices are very important for the better performance of buildings in response to the earthquakes.

There is a stage-wise approach for the techniques and procedures for the construction, reconstruction and strengthening initiatives of hazard resistant building construction. There are some considerations to be done stage-wise in following stages: responsibilities and participations, hazard assessment, legislation and building codes, capacities and methodologies, safety objectives, location of site, procurement and design, competency assessment, construction stage, operations and maintenance and evaluation stage. The hazard management policy of Pakistan is focused more on rescue and relief work. Some policies have strategic biases and there is no clear and long-term vision. There is insufficient information about hazards, risk assessment and risk mitigation. There is lack of coordination and integration between and within hazard risk related organizations like hazard management, environmental management and development organizations. Hazard preparedness and mitigation measures are more focused towards structural aspects ignoring community and livelihood. For safer and earthquake resistant constructions, there are some success measures to be considered as follows: design checking and quality control, construction and hazard experts, land use and building codes, practices improvement, local and community participation, performance-based structural design, operations and maintenance, structural and hazards research and linkage with other mitigation measures. The building structures will be more safer and resistant to earthquakes by considering and implementing these success measures.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Risk mitigation is very important in construction sector. For risk mitigation and reduction of risks, the good quality of risk assessment and analysis is needed. For earthquake risk mitigation, the construction of earthquake resistant building structures is needed. The resilience and resistance of building structures should be sustainable. A well organized network of quality assurance is needed for the construction materials and supervision or monitoring of construction. It is needed to introduce cost effective construction techniques keeping view of the financial status of the area or community. The technology and materials used should conform to the natural environmental conditions. More efforts are needed for the sustainability of the natural environment. The required construction materials should be easily available at discounted rates and should be easily accessible. It is needed to be physically and mentally prepared and aware of the dangers related or near fault line. Top priority should be given to main buildings and infrastructure restoration. Building codes should be related to local requirements, public friendly and easy to understand. Local governments should promote local culture and needed to be well equipped. Emergency support services and medical facilities are needed to be aligned with their task and performance. Deep rooting and coordination is needed to strengthen the institutions such as Red Crescent, civil defense and NDMA. It is needed to undertake the pre-planned storages for food, medicines and other necessary commodities. Priority should be given to the adaptation of local construction methods and usage of local materials should be preferred. The locals should be trained in the new construction technologies introduced in the area. There should be sufficient knowledge and awareness about the better construction practices and building designs. The construction systems introduced should be environment friendly and whose maintenance and repair services are easily available. Specialized expertise about better construction methods should be commonly available and shortage of skilled labor and construction materials should be avoided. Increased costs and negative environmental impacts should be lessened. The building structures should be well adapted to the risks like earthquakes. There should be compatibility between the better construction designs and the local community interests and culture. The building codes and designs should incorporate the usage of local construction materials and technologies. There should be proper design and implementation of design in the construction, retrofitting and repair programs to keep the architectural reliability and quality of the building structures. There should be sufficient knowledge and information about risk assessment, risk management and hazards and there should be long-term vision and perspectives for addressing hazards and hazard related issues. Hazard risks should be considered in the development projects and there should be no biases in the hazard management policies. There should be coordination and integration between the hazard management, environmental management, development organizations and other hazard risk related organizations. The hazard management should also focus on risk and hazard mitigation measures. There should be design checking and quality should be ensured throughout the construction process. The consultation of structural engineers and hazard experts should be in the design and construction works. Building codes should be appropriately implemented and there should be well planned land use. The structural design should be performance based and improvement of construction practices is also needed. The hazard resistant construction techniques should also be linked with other risk and hazard mitigation measures. There should be participation of all related parties and organizations in the construction process and each should properly complete its
responsibilities. The hazard assessment should be carried out in detail. The effective building codes according to the legislation should be implemented in the construction design and work. The capacities should contain the durability, resistance and strength of building structures and methodologies of construction should lessen or avoid the structural weaknesses. The safety objectives should be considered for the better performance of buildings. The site location should depend on the availability, suitability and economic criteria and where topographical features favor the resistance and strength of building structures. The performance objectives of the building design should be ensured through research and testing. Competency assessment should contain the guidelines for construction materials and methods and essential site assessments, inspection and supervision is done. At construction stage, the proper implementation of construction quality and methods according to the design is ensured and checking of specifications and multidisciplinary inspection is done throughout the construction process. The operations and maintenance guidelines should well present the designed the hazard resilience and resistance of building structures and a proper procedure should be followed for the structural changes and alterations of the building structure. The success, adequacy and performance of the building structure or infrastructure should be evaluated considering functionality, sustainability and social acceptability. The studies and research related to strength and resistance of building structures and for better understanding of the performance of different building structures under hazards should be carried out.
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